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fundamental facts: the end of the draft in
the early 1970s, and the resultant lack of
firsthand exposure to military life; the
dearth of elected representatives who have
military experience or exposure, especially
now that the World War II generation is
passing into history; surveys conducted by
a wide variety of credible institutions; and
general sociological and demographic
changes.
The more interesting question is, does it
matter? After all, one could argue that
there have always been “gaps” between
the sectors in American society and that
there is sufficient fundamental respect
for civilian authority in the military ethos
and culture to ease any concern. The
contributors to this volume apply skill
and insight to answer both of these
questions.
Much of the work is based on a wideranging survey of civilians—both leaders
and academics—as well as of military officers and the public at large. The baseline
work was conducted by the well-regarded
Triangle Institute for Security Studies, buttressed here by the analyses of a superb
group of commentators. Their broad assessment is that the gap is real and has undermined cooperation between the military
and civilian sectors. They see indications
that it may reduce overall military effectiveness and produce wider consequences, although specifics are hard to define. This
finding is clearly in the mainstream of
thought, including the expressed view of
military people found in various surveys
that there is reason for “serious pessimism
about the moral health of civilian society
and that the military could help society become more moral, and that civilian society
would be better off if it adopted more of
the military’s values and behaviors.”
In addition to the survey work are significant historical sections that put the debate
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in perspective. The fine essay by a leading
American military scholar, Russell Weigley,
“The American Civil Military Cultural Gap:
A Historical Perspective, Colonial Times to
the Present,” is worth the price of the book
in itself. Additionally, Eliot Cohen, distinguished professor at the Johns Hopkins
School of Advanced International Studies
and a frequent commentator on this topic,
provides an exceptional discussion on the
question of the use of force as it plays in
this debate.
In their conclusion the editors outline the
path ahead. While they make clear up front
that “no problem identified is so acute or
urgent as to require a drastic response,”
they offer a series of relevant ideas meant to
ensure that these sectors of our society
maintain a healthy alignment. This book
will provide an excellent springboard for
future assessment.
Overall, this is an excellent survey of a vital
topic in national security studies. It deserves to be read by anyone serious about
civil-military relations in the United States
today.
JAMES STAVRIDIS

Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy
Navy Operations Group, CNO Staff

Harvey, Miles. The Island of Lost Maps: A True Story of
Cartographic Crime. New York: Random House,
2000. 405pp. $24

In 1995 a middle-aged, well dressed, inconspicuous man attracted the attention of an
alert librarian at the George Peabody Library in Baltimore, Maryland. This man
was Gilbert Bland, Jr. Notwithstanding his
appearance and name, however, the crime
he was committing was hardly unassuming.
Gilbert Bland (alias James Perry), using the
razor-and-fold technique, had stolen from
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library manuscripts nearly 250 antique
maps valued at half a million dollars. A few
of the maps were more than four centuries
old. He had cut a swath through libraries
from the University of North Carolina, the
University of Chicago, the University of
Washington, and Duke University to the
University of Virginia. Many other institutions had also been victimized. In the end
only a little over two-thirds of the maps
were returned to their owners.
Miles Harvey, a journalist, began reporting
on the thefts in 1996 for Outside magazine.
However, the reader’s fascination with this
book would quickly fade if it were only a
simple crime story. Harvey’s investigation of
Bland steps beyond the bounds of a contemporary event to touch every aspect of
cartography.
Charts and maps become the central characters of this story as it delves into
“cartomania”—the history of cartography,
going back to cultures and times when maps
were closely held state secrets, stolen by agents
for the benefit and profit of other countries.
One Carthaginian sea captain sank his ship
rather than let his charts fall into Roman
hands. Christopher Columbus is suspected of
having absconded with a copy of Florentine
Paolo del Pozza Toscanelli’s world map,
which may have shown a westerly sea route to
the Indies. Spanish ships kept their official
charts in lockboxes secured by two keys, one
held by the pilot-major and the other by the
cosmographer-major. A map by Martin
Waldseemuller depicting the New World in
1513 named it after the first Spanish pilot-major, Amerigo Vespucci, under the mistaken impression that he had been the
discoverer.
The economics of maps is revealed to us in
Harvey’s book. In the latter half of the
twentieth century, W. Graham Arader III
transformed an erudite hobby into an expensive business when he sold a single 1482
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Ptolemy, printed on vellum, for nearly two
million dollars. The dark side of this world
is also revealed. Elegantly framed maps
might be the results of book “breaking,”
taking advantage of the fact that individual
pages of an atlas can be worth more money
than the bound volume. Harvey chronicles
the history of cartographic crimes; Bland is
not unique. Apparently respectable members of society—such as Robert M. “Skeet”
Willingham, Jr., librarian, Sunday school
teacher, and city council member; Fitzhugh
Lee Opie, direct descendant of General
Robert E. Lee; and William Charles
McCallum, graduate of Yale University and
Boston College Law School—have all been
involved in stealing maps.
Bland’s crime reveals that the guardians of
bibliographic treasures are easily penetrated security systems. The conflict between a library’s goals of open access and
security is not an easy one to solve. Beyond
budgets, the dissemination of knowledge
requires accessibility; preservation and security require the opposite. The attitudes of
librarians and their institutions have created a climate where theft is relatively easy.
Some do not have inventory controls adequate to let them know when something is
missing. Some do not wish to be told that
they have been robbed, while others deny
it, for fear of losing patrons and financial
backing.
This work is an introduction to a fascinating subculture. The writing style may irritate readers who want a linear revelation of
a nonfiction topic, but in the end, the meandering exposition connects the many activities and bits of knowledge. Harvey
imbues the book, and consequently the
reader, with his exuberance about and interest in all aspects of maps.
XAVIER MARUYAMA

Naval Postgraduate School

Monterey, California
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